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AVAILABLE IN DECEMBER
Poetry / Writing  •  $22.95
Hardcover  •  156 pp.  •  5¼ x 8¼
978-1-60868-697-1  •  Rights: world

NATALIE GOLDBERG, a beloved and bestselling writing mentor, also is a poet, memoirist, 
painter, essayist, and novelist. She has appeared often on major media such as Oprah and 
National Public Radio. She lives in northern New Mexico.

NatalieGoldberg.com

Three Simple Lines
A Writer’s Pilgrimage into the  
Heart and Homeland of Haiku

Natalie Goldberg

• One of the world’s foremost writing teachers invites readers on 
a joyful journey into the reading and origins of haiku 

• A powerful blend of travel memoir and literary exploration of 
the great Japanese haiku writers

• The author’s classic book on writing and waking up, Writing 
Down the Bones, has sold close to two million copies and has 
been translated into 14 languages

• Will appeal to Goldberg’s many loyal readers as well as anyone 
with an interest in spirituality, meditation, Buddhism, or Japan

• Goldberg regularly teaches workshops, both in person and 
online, that draw students from around the world

A haiku is three simple lines. But it is also, as Allen Ginsberg put it, 
three lines that “make the mind leap.” A good one, he said, lets the 
mind experience “a small sensation of space which is nothing less 
than God.” As many spiritual practices seek to do, the haiku’s spare 
yet acute noticing of the immediate and often ordinary grounds  
the reader in the pure awareness of now. Natalie Goldberg is a de-
lightfully companionable tour guide into this world. She highlights 
the history of the form, dating back to the seventeenth century; 
shows why masters such as Basho and Issa are so revered; discovers 
Chiyo-ni, an important woman haiku master; and provides insight 
into writing and reading haiku. A fellow seeker who travels to Japan 
to explore the birthplace of haiku, Goldberg revels in everything 
she encounters, including food and family, painting and fashion, 
frogs and ponds. She also experiences and allows readers to share 
in the spontaneous and profound moments of enlightenment and 
awakening that haiku promises. 

 RECOMMENDED

Hard Times Require 
Furious Dancing
Alice Walker
Paperback  •  $15.95
978-1-60868-188-4

The Art of Is
Stephen Nachmanovitch
Paperback  •  $16.95
978-1-60868-615-5



 NEW WORLD LIBRARY  •  800-972-6657 Ext. 110 

 AVAILABLE IN MARCH
Oracle Deck / Gift / Spirituality
$39.95  •  160-pp. book and 56-card deck
5 x 7  •  Full-color printing and 
illustrations  •  978-1-60868-679-7 
Rights: world

Sacred Hags Oracle
Visionary Guidance for Dreamers, Witches,  

and Wild Hearts

Danielle Dulsky
Illustrated by Janine Houseman

• At-your-fingertips insights based on timeless and timely wisdom 
from profound earth- and femme-centered myths

• Magick and inspiration for wild souls of any race, creed, gender, 
or age

• From an author whose books drawing on earth reverence have 
sold more than 30,000 copies

• A beautiful, user-friendly oracle deck that makes ancient  
wisdom accessible — and fun

• The card art is designed by a Witch and tattoo artist beloved  
by women’s circles and art communities

People have always sought insight, inspiration, and advice from 
oracles, especially in times of confusion and crisis. The oracle is 
a portal, an intermediary between the seeker and deep wisdom. 
The wise hag archetype is found in traditions around the world and 
throughout time because of the hag’s unique, multifaceted power. 
Melding the techniques of tarot and animal spirit cards with the 
wisdom of earth, feminine power, and Witchcraft traditions, this 
innovative deck can be consulted by novices and the well-versed 
alike. The four suits of this oracle — sacred hags, seasons, stories, 
and spells — complement and build upon one another. As users 
explore the relationships between the gorgeously illustrated cards, 
resonances with their own lives emerge and illuminate their expe-
rience of the world. The accompanying book provides a trove of 
background and use information, making for a wonder-filled addi-
tion to an existing practice or a powerful stand-alone path to insight 
and inspiration.

 RECOMMENDED

The Holy Wild
Danielle Dulsky
Paperback  •  $17.95
978-1-60868-527-1 

Seasons of Moon  
and Flame
Danielle Dulsky
Paperback  •  $17.95
978-1-60868-642-1

DANIELLE DULSKY teaches internationally and facilitates embodiment 
trainings, wild circles, communal spellwork, and seasonal rituals. The founder 
of the Hag School, she lives near Philadelphia. Longtime tattoo artist JANINE 
HOUSEMAN, the Sigil Witch, offers rituals, tarot-based shadow work, and 
personalized sigils and skin-cantations. She lives near Philadelphia.

DanielleDulsky.com • SigilWitch.com
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 RECOMMENDED

AVAILABLE IN FEBRUARY
Personal Growth  •  $25.95
Hardcover  •  312 pp.  •  6 x 9
978-1-60868-723-7  •  Rights: world

Pause. Breathe. Choose.
Become the CEO of Your Well-Being

Naz Beheshti

• A leading-edge guide to how well-being drives success across 
all aspects of life

• An outgrowth of the author's mentoring by Steve Jobs and 
direct learning from the Dalai Lama, Deepak Chopra, Andrew 
Weil, Michael Pollan, Iyanla Vanzant, Marion Nestle, and other  
luminaries

• Beheshti has presented these techniques in workshops at Nike, 
JPMorgan Chase, Omega Institute, UCSF, Columbia  
University, and Stanford University

• The author is a regular Forbes contributor and has published 
more than 100 articles on mindful leadership and corporate 
wellness 

Naz Beheshti grew up in the belly of the Silicon Valley beast, and her 
first job was at Apple, where she was Steve Jobs’s executive assis-
tant. Stints at other Fortune 500 companies followed. During these 
years, Beheshti absorbed lessons about persevering in the pursuit of 
dreams, innovating, and accumulating her greatest wealth. But she 
also learned that professional success can’t be sustained long-term 
without a holistic approach, one that integrates heart and head, ca-
reer, relationships, and self-care. Beheshti now mentors others with 
enterprise-tested strategies that incorporate Jobs’s “Never settle 
for less, no matter what obstacles you face” with the principle that 
“We can both be well and do well.” The thought processes and 
practical actions she shares prompt authentic self-discovery, better 
choices, and purposeful growth. Based on the refreshing realization 
that success is not one-size-fits-all, Beheshti’s method facilitates the 
fulfillment of each reader’s unique business, personal, social, and 
creative potential. 

The Art of Connection
Michael J. Gelb
Paperback  •  $16.95
978-1-60868-449-6

Seven Practices of a 
Mindful Leader
Marc Lesser
Paperback  •  $16.95
978-1-60868-519-6

NAZ BEHESHTI is an executive wellness coach, speaker, and CEO and founder of Prananaz. Her 
company provides corporate wellness solutions that improve employee engagement and well- 
being, company culture, and business outcomes. The cofounder of Rise2Shine, a nonprofit 
helping to alleviate the suffering of young children in Haiti, Beheshti lives in New York City.

NazBeheshti.com • Prananaz.com
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 AVAILABLE IN MARCH
Young Adult  •  $15.95 
Trade paperback  •  224 pp. •  5½ x 8½
978-1-60868-738-1  •  Rights: world

Be You, Only Better
Real-Life Self-Care for Young Adults

Kristi Hugstad

• Daily practices to create whole-self well-being for the young 
adults who are struggling in the present and are vital to our 
future

• Easy-to-implement techniques designed and written for young 
people — and for the parents, caregivers, and teachers striving 
to help them develop a lifelong mindset of hope and happiness

• Highlights five key areas of self-care: physical, mental, emotional, 
social, and financial 

• The author is a certified health educator and grief-recovery 
specialist who works with teens in high schools, colleges, and 
community centers

• Hugstad is a popular blogger for the Huffington Post, Elephant 
Journal, and The Mighty

While young adulthood has always been about more than first love, 
growing independence, and increasing personal freedom, today’s 
challenges are unprecedented: global health and climate crises, 
economic roller coasters, pressure to excel in school and pay for 
college, and social media that can magnify, distort, and spread any-
thing and everything. The results are epidemic levels of depression, 
PTSD, self-harm, and substance abuse. The science- and experience- 
backed tools Kristi Hugstad offers in response allow young people 
to cope in the moment, construct a resilient foundation, and em-
power the emergence of their optimal self. Each practice — such as 
journaling, getting enough sleep and exercise, embracing nature, 
managing time and money, and practicing gratitude, mindfulness, 
and optimism — is illustrated by the story of a real young person 
and affirmed by state-of-the-science research. Never speaking 
down to young adults, Hugstad, who has experienced depression, 
grief, and trauma herself, writes in a peer-to-peer way that makes 
this a wonderfully accessible lifeline and a realistically inspiring 
guide to leading — and loving — one’s best possible life.

KRISTI HUGSTAD is the author of the much-lauded Beneath the Surface. She works as a 
grief-recovery specialist and facilitates grief and loss groups for addicts in recovery, hosts The 
Grief Girl podcast and radio show, and lives in Orange County, California.

TheGriefGirl.com

 RECOMMENDED

Beneath the Surface
Kristi Hugstad
Paperback  •  $15.95
978-1-60868-635-3 

School of Awake
Kidada Jones
Paperback  •  $18.95
978-1-60868-458-8
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AVAILABLE IN MARCH
Personal Growth  •  $15.95
Trade paperback  •  288 pp.  •  5½ x 8½ 
978-1-60868-719-0  •  Rights: world

WENDY DE ROSA has spent 24 years helping thousands of empaths heal and shift so that 
they can joyfully experience their gifts. An international teacher and the founder of the School 
of Intuitive Studies, she lives in Longmont, Colorado.

SchoolOfIntuitiveStudies.com

Becoming an Empowered Empath
How to Clear Energy, Set Boundaries  

& Embody Your Intuitive Powers 

Wendy De Rosa

• A guide to help empathic people, who are highly attuned to the 
feelings of others, transform their sensitivity into empowered 
intuition to enjoy personal success and fulfillment

• The author is one of the top 10 bestselling faculty with the Shift 
Network (nearly 100,000 have registered for her events and 
courses) and a sought-after summit speaker

• De Rosa has presented her courses around the world at venues 
including Kripalu, 1440 Multiversity, and Costa Rica retreat 
centers such as Blue Spirit

• The author’s School of Intuitive Studies has tripled in enrollment 
since 2017

Empaths deeply feel the emotions, needs, and pains of those 
around them, from individuals and communities to the world itself. 
But this gift can feel overwhelming when they take on the energy 
and experiences of others as their own. This oversensitivity can lead 
to mental fog, chronic illness, emotional issues, and spiritual blocks. 
Wendy De Rosa, a preeminent and pioneering expert on this sub-
ject, guides readers through a step-by-step process of learning to 
stop taking on other people’s energy, creating and maintaining their 
own energetic boundaries, and resetting their emotional center. Her 
techniques include the embodied use of intuition as well as ground-
ing, understanding, and working through trauma and wounds. This 
healing journey from overwhelming sensitivity to loving and em-
powered empathy allows empaths to thrive as deeply grounded 
and divinely connected intuitives. They learn to embrace their gifts, 
embody light, and become what they are called to be: vital agents 
for positive change in their lives and in the world around them.

 RECOMMENDED

Energy Speaks
Lee Harris
Paperback  •  $15.95
978-1-60868-595-0

Signs from the  
Other Side
Bill Philipps
Paperback  •  $15.95
978-1-60868-552-3
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 AVAILABLE IN APRIL
Philosophy / Personal Growth  •  $16.95
Trade paperback  •  256 pp.  •  5½ x 8½
978-1-60868-693-3  •  Rights: world

Based at the UCLouvain in Belgium, KAI WHITING is a researcher and 
lecturer in environmental sustainability and Stoic philosophy. LEONIDAS  
KONSTANTAKOS teaches in the international relations department at Flor-
ida International University.

StoicKai.com

Being Better
Stoicism for a World Worth Living In

Kai Whiting and Leonidas Konstantakos

• Practical answers to the urgent moral questions of our time 
from the ancient philosophy of Stoicism 

• Presents Stoicism as a holistic philosophy that goes beyond life 
hacks

• Moves away from the “dead white men” focus of traditional 
classics scholarship by demonstrating that Stoicism has always 
been relevant to women and people of color

• Stoicism has recently been featured in publications such as the 
Guardian, the Nation, and the New York Times

• The authors have published articles on popular blogs such as 
The Daily Stoic (100,000 subscribers), The Partially Examined 
Life (19,000+ Twitter followers), and Donna Zuckerberg’s  
Eidolon

Twenty-three centuries ago, in a marketplace in Athens, Zeno of 
Citium, the founder of Stoicism, built his philosophy on powerful 
ideas that still resonate today: all human beings can become citi-
zens of the world, regardless of their nationality, gender, or social 
class; happiness comes from living in harmony with nature; and, 
most important, humans always have the freedom to choose their 
attitude, even when they cannot control external circumstances. 
This empowering message led a wide array of people, from the 
slave Epictetus to the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius, to embrace 
the philosophy. In our age of political polarization and environmen-
tal destruction, Stoicism has taken on new relevance. In Being Bet-
ter, Kai Whiting and Leonidas Konstantakos apply Stoic principles 
to contemporary issues such as social justice, climate breakdown, 
and the excesses of global capitalism. Above all, they show that 
Stoicism is not an ivory-tower philosophy or a collection of Silicon 
Valley life hacks, but a vital way of life that helps us live simply, im-
prove our communities, and find peace in a turbulent world.

 RECOMMENDED

Philosophy for Life and Other 
Dangerous Situations
Jules Evans
Paperback  •  $17.95
978-1-60868-229-4
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Go Big Now
8 Mindset Practices to Overcome Any Obstacle  

and Reach Your Goals

Julia Pimsleur

• A guide to mastering the “go big” mindset by learning the 
eight practices that power innovation and success in business, 
entertainment, sports, and politics

• Author of the bestselling book Million Dollar Women, Pimsleur 
has been featured in the Wall Street Journal, the New York 
Times, Success, Entrepreneur, BusinessWeek, and Forbes 

• Pimsleur leads seminars for Fortune 500 executives and entre-
preneurs, hosts the Million Dollar Mind podcast and the CEO 
Check-In video series, and founded Little Pim, one of the few 
women-led venture capital–backed companies in the US

In her international work as a business coach and speaker, Julia 
Pimsleur has worked with thousands of high achievers, and she 
polled them to discover their greatest challenges — getting the 
right skillset, having the right network, mastering their mindset? The 
overwhelming response was that mindset is the greatest challenge. 
But what exactly is a mindset, and is it possible to learn how to 
have a powerful one? In Go Big Now, Pimsleur distills two decades 
of studying complex mindset practices into eight simple “mindset 
keys” that can be used by anyone to achieve ambitious professional 
and personal goals. These practices include ways to overcome fear 
and reframe perceived setbacks; uproot unhelpful thoughts and 
limiting beliefs; and create powerful mental images of one’s ideal 
self in action. Each key is illustrated by an illuminating example from 
a leader, CEO, or celebrity whose mindset catapulted them to suc-
cess. Pimsleur has taught these techniques to thousands and used 
them to raise venture capital, build a multimillion-dollar company, 
work through the end of a marriage, and reinvent her own career. 
With a humorous and relatable style, Pimsleur empowers readers to 
transform aspirational thoughts into life-changing results. 

AVAILABLE IN MARCH
Personal Growth  •  $15.95
Trade paperback  •  256 pp.  •  5½ x 8½ 
978-1-60868-734-3  •  Rights: world

JULIA PIMSLEUR is a master practitioner and coach of Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) 
and the founder of the Million Dollar Women social venture. An avid scuba diver, she lives with 
her sons in New York City. 

JuliaPimsleur.com

 RECOMMENDED

The Right-Brain  
Business Plan
Jennifer Lee
Paperback  •  $18.95
978-1-57731-944-3

Playing With FIRE
Scott Rieckens
Paperback  •  $16.95
978-1-60868-580-6
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 AVAILABLE IN MAY
Personal Growth / Creativity  •  $16.95
Trade paperback  •  256 pp.  •  5¼ x 8
978-1-60868-748-0  •  Rights: world

MEREDITH HELLER studied writing and education in the graduate departments of Johns 
Hopkins University, Naropa University, and Goddard College. She has contributed poetry and 
essays to many publications and lives in Marin County, California. SUSAN G. WOOLDRIDGE 
is the author of poemcrazy and lives in Chico, California.

BonesOfSynchronicity.com

Write a Poem, Save Your Life
A Guide for Teens, Teachers, and Writers of All Ages

Meredith Heller
Foreword by Susan G. Wooldridge

• How anyone can — and why everyone should — write poetry  
to explore, express, transform, and love his or her life 

• Dozens of engaging prompts and tested techniques for cultivating 
and directing creative energy

• The author honed her methods working with kids of all ages, 
including at-risk and gifted youth in schools, libraries, juvenile 
halls, and online

• Like Kenneth Koch’s classic Wishes, Lies, and Dreams, Heller’s 
work inspires and empowers teachers as well as students

• Suitable for use in any classroom, homeschooling, or community 
center setting

• The author is a California Poet in the Schools and Poetry Out 
Loud coach

Meredith Heller is now a performing poet and singer-songwriter 
with graduate degrees in writing and education. But she was once 
a teen facing devastating life circumstances who happened upon 
poetry and found in it a way through pain, into inner strength, and 
toward self-expression and self-love. She has devoted her life to 
helping others find the same, and here shares ways that anyone — 
at any age and with any level of education or writing experience — 
can learn to use and play with words. Her methods show that one’s 
unique, personal perspectives — on everything from childhood, 
disappointments, and fears to food, nature, and wildlife — can be 
keys to self-discovery. Writing becomes a personal refuge and a 
means of communication. Whether used on their own, with a part-
ner, or in groups, Heller’s strategies allow readers to acknowledge 
and move through what hurts and limits them, discover their innate 
sense of wonder and curiosity, and revel in creativity, confidence, 
and purpose.

 RECOMMENDED

The Bright Way
Diana Rowan
Paperback  •  $17.95
978-1-60868-644-5 

The Story You Need 
to Tell
Sandra Marinella, MA, MEd
Paperback  •  $17.95
978-1-60868-483-0
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AVAILABLE IN APRIL
Personal Growth  •  $16.95
Trade paperback  •  288 pp.  •  5½ x 8½ 
978-1-60868-721-3  •  Rights: world

KATE ECKMAN has written for publications including the Huffington Post and Elephant Jour-
nal, speaks frequently in person and through online conferences, and coaches online and in 
person throughout the US. She lives in Cincinnati.

KateEckman.tv

The Full Spirit Workout
A Ten-Step System to Shed Your Self-Doubt, 
Strengthen Your Spiritual Core, and Create  

a Fun and Fulfilling Life

Kate Eckman

• A mind-body-spirit coach and former elite athlete shows how to 
compete in and win the game of life — no pull-ups required

• The author is a Columbia University–certified executive leader-
ship coach specializing in performance and mindset coaching 
for professional athletes and leaders in business and sports

• Eckman is well known as a broadcast journalist and international 
on-air beauty host on home-shopping leaders QVC and HSN, 
and as a body-positive fashion model for clients including Saks 
Fifth Avenue and Max Mara

• The author is a meditation teacher and course creator for  
Insight Timer, the world’s number one free meditation app

• Eckman was an Academic All-American swimmer at Penn State

Most know how to be physically fit — eat right and exercise, don’t 
smoke, don’t drink too much, and so on — and many a book 
teaches how to build business skills and entrepreneurial chutzpah. 
But often undermining these goals are less-tangible roadblocks — 
excess emotional and spiritual pounds every bit as damaging as 
extra physical pounds, deep-seated insecurity, and sluggish stam-
ina and/or metabolism. As a successful college athlete who suf-
fered through near-crippling depression and self-doubt and went 
on to build her own professional brand, Kate Eckman knows about 
all of these. The program she offers in The Full Spirit Workout is 
the result of her multifaceted training (as an athlete, neuroscience- 
and positive psychology–informed leadership coach, and medita-
tion teacher) and her work on herself and with countless clients. 
Readers get a “get real” and rewarding workout made up of daily 
mind-body-spirit exercises and practices. Best of all, Coach Eckman 
builds in creativity, flexibility, and delight so that each “rep” feels 
less like work and more like play. 

On the Verge
Cara Bradley
Paperback  •  $15.95
978-1-60868-375-8

 RECOMMENDED

Breaking Up with Busy
Yvonne Tally
Hardcover  •  $18.95
978-1-60868-525-7
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 AVAILABLE IN JUNE
Pregnancy  •  $17.95
Trade paperback  •  336 pp.  •  6 x 9
Black-and-white illustrations
978-1-60868-717-6  •  Rights: world

BAILEY GADDIS is the author of Feng Shui Mommy. In addition to her work as a doula and 
birth educator, she provides volunteer in-home support to the parents of newborns through 
Secure Beginnings. She lives in Ojai, California.

BaileyGaddis.com

Asking for a Pregnant Friend
101 Answers to Questions Women Are Too Ashamed 

or Scared to Ask about Pregnancy, Childbirth,  
and Early Motherhood

Bailey Gaddis

• Frank girlfriend talk and expert advice about pregnancy, child-
birth, and early motherhood, including postpartum concerns

• The author has contributed to Working Mother, Fit Pregnancy, 
Pregnancy & Newborn, Elephant Journal, Cosmopolitan, Red-
book, Scary Mommy, Natural Mother, YourTango, American 
Baby, and the Huffington Post

• Medical experts and psychologists were consulted to ensure  
accurate answers to the featured questions, which were 
gathered through social media and the author’s childbirth and 
postpartum classes

• The author’s birthing and parenting articles have been shared 
on social media more than 4 million times, and her YouTube 
channel has more than 600,000 views and gains approximately 
100 new subscribers each week

All too often, pregnant women and the mothers of newborns have 
questions they are too embarrassed to ask their doctors, friends, 
mothers, and sisters. What is that smell? Is the fetus really okay when 
I have sex? What should I do if I’m sad about my baby’s gender? 
What’s the real deal with pooping during labor? Is it normal to be 
jealous of my baby? Women who summon the courage to ask these 
questions online are frequently met with unwelcome judgments or 
inaccurate information. Bailey Gaddis is determined to provide them 
with real, safe, savvy, and nonjudgmental answers because she was 
one of them herself. She had so many unanswered questions before 
and after her child’s birth that she trained as a doula and has since 
become a beloved and sought-after in-person and online childbirth 
educator. She’s basically an unflappable, modern combination of 
Dr. Ruth, Dear Abby, and Dr. Spock. Her uniquely authoritative, ac-
cessible, and sometimes funny treasure trove of answers will leave 
women heard, informed, reassured — and no longer afraid to ask.

 RECOMMENDED

Feng Shui Mommy
Bailey Gaddis
Paperback  •  $17.95
978-1-60868-471-7

Reset Your Child's Brain
Victoria L. Dunckley, MD
Paperback  •  $18.95
978-1-60868-284-3
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AVAILABLE IN JUNE
Health and Well-Being  •  $17.95
Trade paperback  •  256 pp.  •  6 x 9
978-1-60868-699-5  •  Rights: world

 RECOMMENDED

The Language Your 
Body Speaks
Ellen Meredith
Paperback  •  $17.95
978-1-60868-675-9

Turbo Metabolism
Pankaj Vij, MD, FACP
Paperback  •  $16.95
978-1-60868-498-4

PATRICIA A. MUEHSAM, MD, is the founder of Transformational Medicine™, a whole-person 
approach to health and well-being, offering healing and education for individuals and commu-
nities in person and online. She lives in New York City.

TransformationalMedicine.org

Beyond Medicine
A Physician’s Revolutionary Prescription for Achieving 

Absolute Health and Finding Inner Peace

Patricia A. Muehsam, MD

• A path to health and well-being that is extraordinary in its ease 
and profound in its results, from a pioneer in the synthesis of 
science, holistic health, and contemporary spirituality 

• According to fellow pioneer and bestselling author Larry 
Dossey, Beyond Medicine “may be the only health-and-healing 
book you will ever need”

• A unique and compelling new perspective that builds on the 
popular works of practitioner-authors such as Deepak Chopra, 
Louise Hay, Bernie Siegel, Christiane Northrup, Judith Orloff, 
and Lissa Rankin 

• First-time author has been featured in online, print, and radio 
media including the Los Angeles Times, Thrive Global, the New 
York Daily News, Alternative and Complementary Therapies, 
and Massage magazine

What do health and healing — physical, mental, emotional, and 
spiritual — really mean? After decades researching this question, 
Patricia Muehsam, MD, offers a revolutionary new way to think 
about health. Muehsam invites readers to travel beyond medicine, 
to Absolute Health. It involves being, not doing, and it’s available to 
all of us, in this very moment. In the 1990s, along with other thought 
leaders, Muehsam forged new ground that led to the establishment 
of the Office of Alternative Medicine at the National Institutes of 
Health. Her original laboratory research at the Mount Sinai School 
of Medicine investigated distant healing. Before that, she experi-
enced catastrophic illness within her family and in her own life. All 
these events inform the groundbreaking approach she presents 
here. Chapters describe extraordinary experiences of illness and 
healing that defy conventional thinking; detail the ancient wisdom 
and the modern science of consciousness; delve into the work of 
mediums, mystics, and miracle workers; and offer practical tools for 
experiencing Absolute Health — tools for navigating being human.



 NEW WORLD LIBRARY  •  800-972-6657 Ext. 110 

 AVAILABLE IN JUNE
Psychology / Self-Help  •  $18.95
Trade paperback  •  272 pp.  •  5½ x 8½ 
978-1-60868-736-7  •  Rights: world

ROCHELLE CALVERT, PHD, is certified in a variety of mindfulness, meditation, and trauma- 
healing practices and is the founder and clinical director of New Mindful Life. She lives in San 
Diego, California. Mindfulness teacher MARK COLEMAN is the author of Make Peace with 
Your Mind and other books. He lives in Marin County, California.

NewMindfulLife.com

Healing with Nature
Mindfulness and Somatic Meditations  

to Heal from Trauma

Rochelle Calvert, PhD
Foreword by Mark Coleman

• A unique and effective approach to healing trauma that uses 
nature- and body-based mindfulness practices to promote 
peace and wholeness

• More than 70 percent of people experience at least one trauma 
in their lifetime, and 20 percent of these people will develop 
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

• The author is a clinical psychologist, mindfulness teacher, and 
somatic experiencing practitioner who travels widely providing 
continuing education to psychotherapists, social workers, physi-
cal therapists, and nurses

• Research shows that nature benefits mental, physical, and emo-
tional well-being

Many who suffer with anxiety, depression, and resulting relation-
ship, financial, and health issues don’t attribute these symptoms 
to past traumatic experiences, assuming that trauma stems only 
from catastrophic events such as war, rape, and natural disaster. 
But trauma can also arise from much more common events, such as 
illness, loss of a loved one, racism, and the bad news of the day. As 
Rochelle Calvert shows in this powerful book, the greatest source 
of healing is all around us: nature, which inherently restores itself in 
the face of calamity. Dr. Calvert shows readers how to engage with 
nature to calm and relax the nervous system using the five senses; 
tune into the somatic wisdom of the body to face lingering trauma 
and rewire it; and work with painful experiences to transform them 
and ultimately grow from them in ways that heal not just the individ-
ual but the wider world. Proving that it is not merely time that heals, 
but what one does during that time, Healing with Nature pioneers a 
path to not just recovery but lifelong resilience.

 RECOMMENDED

Writing Wild
Tina Welling
Paperback  •  $16.95
978-1-60868-286-7

Awake in the Wild
Mark Coleman
Paperback  •  $16.95
978-1-930722-55-2
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 RECOMMENDED

REGINA LOUISE is the author of the memoirs Somebody’s Someone and Someone Has Led 
This Child to Believe. A summa cum laude graduate of the California Institute of Integral Studies 
with a master of fine arts degree, she lives in the San Francisco Bay Area.

IAmReginaLouise.com

Permission Granted
Kickass Strategies to Bootstrap Your Way  

to Unconditional Self-Love

Regina Louise

• Real-deal ways to defy expectations and love oneself into a 
high-performing life, from a fabulous and fierce Black woman 
who has been there and done just that

• The author’s memoirs were the basis of the 2019 Lifetime TV 
movie I Am Somebody’s Child

• The author speaks to some 20,000 people a year at confer-
ences, women’s organizations, schools, the United Way, the 
Eleanor Project, Kaiser Permanente, and Black Education Expo

• Louise’s social media collaborations have the potential to reach 
more than half a million, and she is often featured in magazines 
and on news outlets including Good Morning America, NBC, 
CNN, and NPR

Regina Louise took herself from a foster-care childhood and time in 
a residential treatment center to college and the creation of several 
successful small businesses. She now works to show others how to 
dream and do no matter what. The stories she presents in Permis-
sion Granted illustrate proven paths from “you couldn’t possibly” 
to “just watch me!” Louise puts a unique spin on tried-and-true 
techniques of personal growth, coaching readers to deeply under-
stand who they are and what they have been through. From this 
self-awareness, they can move into self-compassion and learn to 
give themselves the care and support they may have lacked. Past 
devastations and disappointments turn into motivations and mo-
mentum. Permission Granted is perhaps especially applicable to 
communities and people of color but is undeniably inspirational for 
anyone striving to get out from under limiting beliefs — their own 
as well as others’. It’s for anyone who is looking for a savvy guide 
to the myriad twists and turns on the road from where they are to 
where they want to be. 

I Wanted Fries  
with That
Amy Fish
Paperback  •  $15.95
978-1-60868-619-3

Stop Checking Your 
Likes
Susie Moore
Paperback  •  $15.95
978-1-60868-673-5
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Dog Training  •  $19.95
Trade paperback  •  224 pp.  •  8 x 10
Black-and-white photographs
978-1-60868-652-0  •  Rights: world

 RECOMMENDED

Good Dog, Happy 
Baby
Michael Wombacher
Hardcover  •  $18.95
978-1-60868-349-9

Before and After Getting 
Your Puppy
Ian Dunbar
Hardcover  •  $19.95
978-1-57731-455-4

MICHAEL WOMBACHER focuses on working with, rather than overriding, a dog’s natural 
drives and instincts. In addition to his prolific training work, he lectures and runs a small board-
ing operation. He lives in the San Francisco Bay Area.

DoggoneGood.org

Integrated Dog Training
The Commonsense Visual Guide to Training Any Dog

Michael Wombacher

Praise for the author’s Good Dog, Happy Baby:
“A maestro of dog trainers. . . [Wombacher] makes dog 

training fun for both pet and pet lover.” 
— MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS, music director  

of the San Francisco Symphony

• Photos, diagrams, and brief, simple text cut through fads to 
coach any human through the training of any type of dog — 
from new puppies to middle-aged and even senior rescues

• Presents a refreshingly sensible, balanced path between 
positive-only and dominance-based training that emphasizes 
positive reinforcement but allows for a little coercion when 
absolutely needed 

• The author’s experience includes more than 40,000 private  
consultations and tens of thousands of hours training dogs, 
their humans, and fellow trainers

Most dog-training manuals urge people to pick a side: Team Domi-
nate or Team Treat. Michael Wombacher instead gives readers what 
they really need: a comprehensive, hands-on, visual how-to that 
works across the board. A veteran trainer, Wombacher knows all 
the competing theories but also knows that in reality, it is a range 
of methods that gets dogs and their humans where they need to 
be. His Integrated Dog Training is a much-needed commonsense 
approach that avoids cookie-cutter dictates and recognizes the in-
dividuality of each training situation. While the approach heavily 
emphasizes positive reinforcement, it also leaves room for corrective 
tactics when necessary. Each page of this large-format paperback 
features photos illustrating an exercise, brief supporting text, and 
ways to approach various scenarios. Straightforward discussion of 
situation-specific equipment, treats, and commands are included, as 
are a variety of age- and environment-variable approaches. Easy-to-
use, image-driven, and immediately applicable, this is a truly unique 
guide to getting people and dogs in sync and happy lifelong.




